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Preface 
Iced up wind turbine blades1 poses a significant challenge to wind turbine 
manufacturers as well as wind farm developers and owners in affected cold 
climate regions around the world. The main reasons for the concerns are: a) 
personal safety, b) loss of production and c) influence on the expected life of 
components. 

Further research is required to assess the magnitude of both challenges and 
opportunities associated with wind energy production in icing climates. As part 
of Vindforsk-project including participation in IEA Wind task 19 “Wind energy 
in cold climates” this report is written as a feasibility study on mapping of 
icing. 

The report is written as a State-of-the-art study from an engineering point-of-
view rather than an in-depth meteorological ditto. One obvious reason for this 
is the author’s background as an aeronautical engineer and not being a 
meteorologist. Another reason for choosing a practical approach is the more 
or less urgent need to find technical solutions to the icing dilemma; In 
Sweden, we’ve plenty of (suitable?) ice-infested wind farm sites but are 
currently lacking not only knowledge of the severity of icing to expect at such 
locations, but also efficient countermeasures against the build up of ice. 

The report covers on-going international work on ice physics, icing 
measurements needed for verification of icing models, the associated model 
development and finally, a proposed way of applying the knowledge to be 
gained for the benefit of wind energy utilization in cold climates. 

The work was carried out by Göran Ronsten at WindRen AB, as a part of the 
Swedish wind energy research programme “Vindforsk - II". The research 
programme was funded by ABB, the Norwegian based EBL-Kompetense, E.ON 
Sverige AB, Falkenberg Energi AB, Göteborg Energi, Jämtkraft AB, Karlstad 
Energi AB, Luleå Energi AB, Lunds Energi AB, Skellefteå Kraft AB, Svenska 
Kraftnät, Swedish Energy Agency, Tekniska Verken i Linköping AB, Umeå 
Energi AB, Varberg Energi, Vattenfall AB and Öresundskraft AB. 

 

Stockholm November 2008 

 

 

Anders Björck 

Electricity and Power Production 

                                          
1 This report does not deal with low temperature specific issues, i.e. t < minus 20° C. 
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Sammanfattning 
Landbaserad vindkraft är f.n. betydligt mera kostnadseffektiv jämförd med 
havsbaserad dito. Svenska vindparker kommer, när lämpliga platser i öppen 
terräng blir allt mer sällsynta, att byggas i turbulenta skogsmiljöer och i kallt 
klimat. Sådana förhållanden kan naturligtvis mycket väl råda på en och 
samma plats, samtidigt. Vindkraftsprojektörer saknar idag verifierade och 
detaljerade nedisningskarteringar och kommersiellt tillgängliga 
avisningsutrustningar. Nedisade vindturbinblad och maskinhusgivare kan 
orsaka produktionsminskningar och längre produktionsstopp. 
Säkerhetsaspekten beträffande risken för iskast är viktig att beakta och kan 
leda till myndighetskrav på produktionsstopp för drift med nedisade blad. Den 
av nedisning aerodynamiskt orsakade obalansen kan, likt massobalans, 
orsaka uttmattningsskador och minska ett vindkraftverks livslängd. 

Den relativa luftfuktigheten anses ibland vara en viktig parameter för att 
uppskatta nedisningsrisk. Visserligen kan luftfuktigheten användas för att 
ange någon sorts risk för isbildning. Den kan dock inte användas för att 
beräkna nedisningshastigheten på ett föremål. I stället är här de viktigaste 
parametrarna för isbildning, bortsett från de uppenbara temperatur och 
vindhastighet, droppstorleksfördelning och luftens innehåll av flytande vatten. 
I dag kan dessa två, i fält och automatiskt, endast mätas och beräknas 
indirekt genom siktmätning respektive uppskattning av vertikal vindhastighet. 

Uppvindar ökar risken för isbildning. Därför är en tillräckligt hög 
terrängmodellupplösning nödvändig för att kunna uppskatta den vertikala 
vindhastigheten. Topografiskt inducerade vindhastigheter modelleras inte rätt 
om modellens upplösning, det vill säga orografin2, är för låg. Den goda 
vindresursen på det isolerade lågfjället Uljabuouda i Arjeplogs kommun kan 
t.ex. inte ses i 1 km-upplösning eftersom berget självt inte syns. SMHI 
använder för närvarande ett 5 km beräkningsnät för att fånga storskaliga 
skeenden men för att uppskatta lokal nedisningsrisk i komplex terräng krävs 
högre upplösning än så.  

Valet av molnbilningsschema i beräkningsmodellerna har visat sig vara 
betydelsefullt för att på ett trovärdigt sätt kunna beräkna ackumulerad 
nedisning. På sistone har forskare (läs Bergström H., Uppsala) även pekat på 
behovet av att studera inverkan från turbulensmodeller på 
nedisningsförhållanden. Utan verifierande nedisningsmätningar är det 
emellertid knappast möjligt, och än mindre meningsfullt, att utveckla 
vädermodeller för att korrekt kunna uppskatta droppstorleksfördelning och 
luftens innehåll av flytande vatten. Och utan denna kunskap är det, som 
nämnts ovan, omöjligt att uppskatta graden av isbildning på ett objekt. 
Korrekt utförda och utvärderade nedisningsmätningar utgör nödvändiga 
förutsättningar för verifiering av nedisningsmodeller. 

Nedisningsmätningar i höga torn och på närliggande vindkraftverk kan 
användas för att verifiera och utveckla prognosmodeller. Modellberäkningar i 
hög upplysning och över klimatologiskt intressanta tidsperioder kan vara 
mycket datorkrävande. Nedisningsstudier bör därför påbörjas på lokal nivå, 
dvs med en innerarea på, säg <50 km för innersta nätet. 

                                          
2 Definition av orografi: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orography (2008-11-17) 
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Summary 
Onshore wind energy is currently significantly more cost-effective compared 
to offshore ditto. Swedish wind farms will therefore, as suitable sites in open 
terrain are scarcer, have to be developed in turbulent forests and cold 
climates. The wind energy developers are, however, lacking both verified and 
detailed mapping of icing as well as commercially available de- or anti-icing 
systems3. Icing of wind turbine rotor blades and wind sensors may, in affected 
areas, lead to low or no energy production during extended periods of time. 
The safety risk, caused by ice being thrown from the blades is not only 
important to consider, but may also lead to prohibition of operation with iced-
up blades. Icing of rotor blades can also, due to the effects of unbalanced 
aerodynamic drag/lift and mass, cause a decrease in the useful life of the 
wind turbine. 

The relative humidity, too often believed to be a key parameter for estimating 
icing, can be used to indicate a risk for icing but cannot be used to calculate 
the rate of icing on a particular object. Instead, the main parameters for icing, 
apart from the obvious temperature and wind speed, are the droplet size 
distribution and the liquid water content of air. Today, automatically and in 
the field, these two last items can only be measured and estimated indirectly, 
via visibility and vertical velocity, respectively. 

An updraft may increase the risk of icing. Therefore, a sufficiently high terrain 
model resolution will be a key to more correctly estimate the vertical velocity. 
For site estimations, topographically induced vertical velocities can’t be seen if 
the model’s resolution, i.e. the orography4, is too low. Here, an analogy with 
wind speed estimations can be useful: The rich wind resource on the isolated 
mountain of Uljabuouda in the Municipality of Arjeplog (SE) can’t even be 
seen in the 1 km grid used in the most current national wind resource atlas. 
As a comparison, the icing forecast currently in use by the National Weather 
Service (SMHI) uses a 5 km grid. 

The importance of cloud schemes used by the models and, most lately, the 
turbulence models in use, are currently being investigated. Without 
corresponding measurements, it’s hardly possible to develop weather models, 
which can be believed to correctly estimate droplet size distribution and liquid 
water content of air. And without this knowledge, it is impossible to estimate 
the rate of icing on an object. Such measurements are thus critical in order to 
move research forward. 

Icing measurements in tall towers and at nearby wind farm sites can be used 
to verify and develop weather forecasts and models. Such modelling, being 
computer intensive at high resolutions and over climatologically relevant time 
periods, may preferably start on a local scale, i.e. at a < 50 km innermost 
grid, and from there, after thorough verification, expand to regions and 
nations. The areas to cover should be prone to icing at heights up to 200 m 
above ground and of interest for the deployment of future wind farms. 

                                          
3 Currently available de-icing systems (from Enercon) are “only” able to cope 
efficiently with light icing conditions. 
4 Definition of orography: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orography (2008-11-17) 
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Photo on previous page, (top): Icing on an NM82 (V82) in Aapua, Övertorneå 
municipality in the county of Norrbotten, Sweden, 2008-03-19. Courtesy of 
Kent Larsson, Risuddens El AB (SE). 

Photo on previous page, (bottom): Mapping of icing in Rogaland County in 
Norway at 1 km resolution based on one year’s data. Courtesy of Erik Berge, 
Kjeller Vindteknikk AS (NO). 

Photo below: Turbine #7 in the Aapua wind farm operating in rime icing 
conditions 2007-02-25. Rime icing, or in-cloud icing, occurs at sub-zero 
temperatures in bad visibility conditions when the liquid water content of air is 
high. Courtesy of Vincent Kolb, Kolb Consulting (SE). 
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Definitions 

Anti-icing The ice is prevented from building up as opposed to “De-icing”.  

CC Cold Climate 

COST 727 EU action “Atmospheric icing of structures” with  representatives 
from 12 European countries and Japan.  

De-icing The ice is removed after a build-up as opposed to “Anti-icing”.  

DEWI The German Wind Energy Institute 

DNV Det Norske Veritas, a classification body 

GL Germanischer Lloyd, a classification body 

HQ Hydro Québec 

IEC The International Electrotechnical Commission 

IEA RD&D Wind, IEA working goup 

Task 19 “Wind energy in cold climates” with representatives from US, 
Canada, Norway, Finland, Germany, Sweden and Switzerland. 

Instrument icing, Iicing The duration of the technical perturbation of the 
instrument due to icing [unit: time]. 

LIDAR Light Detecting And Ranging 

Offshore located at sea 

Onshore located on land 

O&M Operation and Maintenance 

PPA Power Purchasing Agreement 

Performance The ratio of the instrument icing to the 

Index, PI  meteorological icing, both expressed in the same time unit.  

RD&D Research, Development and Demonstration 

SODAR Sonic detection and ranging 

VPC Vattenfall Power Consultant 

VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 

WE Wind Energy 

WMO World Meteorological Organization 

WT Wind Turbine 
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1 Background 

Icing of wind turbine blades poses a significant challenge in cold climate 
regions around the world5, as it increases the economic risk thereby reducing 
the profitability of wind energy projects in affected areas. The wind energy 
research community has addressed the issue of icing since the early 1990’s. 
However, no commercial anti-icing or de-icing6 solutions currently exist for 
medium and severe icing conditions. 

Valuable input to this work has been provided by the members of: 

• IEA RD&D Wind, Task 19 (Wind energy in cold climates) with 
representatives from US, Canada, Norway, Finland, Germany, Sweden and 
Switzerland and 

•  COST 727 (Atmospheric icing of structures) with representatives 
from 12 European countries and Japan. 

COST 727 is divided into two working groups: a) icing measurements and b) 
modelling of atmospheric icing. The basic problem for the modellers is that 
data from icing measurements have, so far and due to the lack of suitable 
instruments, not been available to verify the models. In this report, a path to 
a detailed national mapping of icing is proposed. There are several measures 
needed to be taken before such a complex task can be successfully 
accomplished such as: • development and verification of ice detectors and ice 
load sensors, • classification of sensors and sites, • development of sensors to 
directly measure the liquid water content in the air and the droplet size 
distribution and • verification and development of weather models with 
respect to icing on a local, regional and national scale. 

Data from synoptic icing measurements carried out in tall towers can, in 
addition to real-time information regarding the actual icing situation, form the 
basis for a much-needed development of weather models with respect to 
icing. The goal is to enable icing and its background parameters to be studied 
at high terrain resolution over large areas for the purposes of frequency 
analysis and forecasting. (The need for research doesn’t stop at icing as, for 
wind energy applications, it’s icing and wind in combination that will 
determine the energy production deficit. As icing tends to break many wind 
measurement masts, there’s a tendency to use SODAR and LIDAR for energy 
production assessments in cold climates. Here, often in complex terrain, the 
SODAR’s and LIDAR’s basic assumption of horizontal flow may be violated.) 

This report deals with icing only, i.e. low temperature issues are not 
considered although low temperature may prevent a wind turbine from 
operating. Major developments of wind farms are presently planned for in cold 
climates affected by icing. However, with a more than two year backlog for 
delivery of wind turbines to standard locations not affected by ice, the interest 

                                          
5 Icing is normally not a problem in very low temperatures, i.e. below –20°. 
6 De-icing means that a surface is allowed to be iced-up before the ice is removed 
while an anti-icing system will prevent ice from forming. 
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from the manufacturers to develop solutions for icing climates has been 
basically non-existing. 

Consequently, wind energy developers have, so far, been obliged to use 
standard turbines and technology at sites affected by icing. The resulting 
uncertainty in production capability is far from desirable. Or as, concerning 
iced-up power lines, an anonymous utility representative phrased it: “We 
don’t know much about icing on power lines and what we know we prefer not 
to talk about.” 

Icing on power lines indicate another dimension of the challenge associated 
with mapping of icing for wind turbine applications: modern wind turbines 
may operate at up to 200 m above ground level, a height from which there 
are no icing measurements available. And even if we would have access to 
icing measurements in nearby high masts, we would still need to somehow 
transfer this information to the site where the wind farm is to be built. Which 
raises the next question: Have we, with respect to wind, icing and 
temperature, found the best site? Only verified, detailed and high-resolution 
weather analysis and prediction models applied on a sufficiently long, i.e. 30 
years, time frame can provide a trustworthy answer to this difficult question. 

1.1 What happened to offshore? 
The past trend to deploy large offshore wind farms has slowed down due to a) 
the higher costs associated with offshore installations, b) the galloping costs 
caused by the surge in demand for onshore wind turbines and c) the lack of 
key components and production capability. Therefore, a recent trend is an 
increased interest towards less risky onshore projects. The offshore market is 
still expected to take off but seems to be delayed until the conditions for 
large-scale offshore deployment have matured and the onshore boom has 
cooled down. It is, however, not obvious when this will occur, as there are, in 
many large countries such as in US and China, vast areas still to be used 
onshore. 

1.2 Localizations onshore 
Developers of wind farms sometimes face resistance from locals. Less conflict 
of interests may occur in remote areas, such as in forests with turbulent flow 
and at remote sites, which both may, or may not, be affected by icing. 
Consequently, if the wind resource and the grid infrastructure permit project 
development, one of the few remaining obstacles is icing of wind turbine 
blades. 

While cold climate projects require an insight into the manufacturing 
industry’s interest/intention to meet the developer’s needs, it undoubtedly 
also requires customers to show a will to invest in de-/anti-icing equipment to 
reduce the risk of lower profits due to icing. A cost-effective and proven anti-
icing system for wind turbines operating in medium to severe icing conditions 
can be the most effective mean to mitigate the risks associated with iced-up 
wind turbine blades. However, such systems do currently not exist. 
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If the extent of icing is known, an owner’s, but not necessarily a developer’s7, 
investments in cold climate adapted technologies can be based on estimates 
of the increase in return on investments (ROI). Consequently, wind farm 
developers and potential owners of wind farms in cold climate regions 
currently seek for information regarding the extent of icing in future, and 
existing, wind farms. This report aims at presenting solutions to the challenge 
of mapping of icing for wind turbine applications. 

1.3 Legend to the report 
Description of models, see Chapter 4.1. A more detailed description of the 
models mentioned in the questionnaire is hardly meaningful as none of them 
are verified for the purpose of estimating icing. 

International work on modelling, see Chapter 2, 4 and 5.1. 

International work on measurements, see Chapter 3, 5.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.5. 

Terrain resolution required for project development, see Chapters 2.2, 2.3, 
2.4, 5.1, 5.3 and 7.2.9. 

Areas to be covered by icing studies, see Chapter 7.2.5, 7.2.6 and 7.2.7. 

Cost for icing studies depending on choice of model, resolution and size of 
region, see 4.4. 

Measurements required and sensor development needed to verify and 
improve the weather forecast models, see Chapter 3.2, 9.3, 9.11 and 9.12. 

Importance of icing forecast for production planning, see 9.6. 

                                          
7 A wind farm developer might not be too overly interested in an owner’s long-term 
ROI. 
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2 International mapping of icing 

Atmospheric icing poses a great danger to aviation and crews are, even with 
today’s modern anti- and de-icing equipment, prohibited from deliberately 
flying into known severe icing conditions including super cooled liquid droplets 
(SLD). SLD can occur in freezing precipitation and Figure 1 8 indicates the 
mean number of days with freezing precipitation in Canada. 

 

 
Figure 1: Mean number of days with freezing precipitation in Canada based on airport 
data from 1951-1980. 

A paper on the issue has been written by Tsoi-Ching Yip9 

                                          
8 Map from National Archives & Data Management Branch of the Meteorological Service 
of Canada. 
9 Tsoi-Ching Yip, “Estimating icing amounts caused by freezing precipitation in 
Canada”, Atmospheric Research 36 (1995), p. 221-232. (Atmospheric Environment 
Service, Climate and Atmospheric Research, Canada) 
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2.1 Freezing rain & drizzle, Sweden 1998 
After a fatal airplane crash with an iced-up ATR72 in Indiana (US) 1994 and a 
decision in 1996 by ICAO10 to investigate the extent of severe icing, the 
Swedish Civil Aviation Authority11 asked the National Weather Service (SMHI) 
to make a climatological mapping of SLD, super cooled liquid droplets. In 
1998, Vedin12 presented his findings in a report containing a map of the 
annual number of hours of freezing rain & drizzle 1961-1990, Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: The annual number of hours of 

freezing rain & drizzle 1961-1990 

 

Information regarding current icing conditions is valuable for airplane crews 
as they are not allowed to fly into known severe icing conditions. The mapping 
is, however, neither relevant nor sufficiently detailed for wind turbine 
applications. 

                                          
10 ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organization 
11 Swedish Civil Aviation Authority – Luftfartsstyrelsen (in Swedish) 
12 Vedin H., “Distribution of Freezing Rain and Drizzle in Sweden During the Period 
1961-1990, L 1998-1839, SMHI, 1998. 
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2.2 The WECO project, 1996-1998 
Mapping of rime icing was carried out in the FP5 EU project; Wind Energy 
production in Cold Climate, WECO13. The result was based on airport data and 
made available as a low-resolution icing map of Europe, Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: The number of icing days, ref WECO, 1998. 

As can be seen, project specific investments cannot, both with respect to the 
poor spatial resolution and the time wise ditto, be based on these results. 

                                          
13 Wind energy production in cold climate, WECO, JOR3950014 
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2.3 NEW ICETOOLS, 2002-2004 
In 2003, Dobesch et al14 presented an updated icing map of Scandinavia, 
Figure 4. This work was carried out in the FP5 EU-project NEW ICETOOLS15. 

 

 
Figure 4: Mean number of icing days based on sub zero temperature, cloud height 
below 200 m and visibility below 300 m. 

This map is, so far, the most detailed icing map available for Scandinavia 
although it’s basically unverified, based on simple criteria and a relatively 
short time period, Jan 1999 - Feb 2002.  One advantage is the comparisons 
made of predictions versus observations. However, as ice detectors are not 
part of current synoptic weather observations, the latter are based on 
measurements of temperature, cloud height and visibility rather than actual 
ice detection. Information of the number of icing days is of lesser interest 
than data regarding the number of active16 icing hours. 

                                          
14 Dobesch H., Zach S., Hung Viet Tran, "A new map of icing potentials in europe – 
problems and results", Boreas VI, Pyhätururi, 2003 
15 Wind Turbine in Icing Environment: Improvement of Tools for Siting, Certification 
and Operation, NEW ICETOOLS, NNE5-2001-259 
16 One definition of active icing, proposed by Kjeller Vindteknikks Erik Berge, is a 
threshold of 10 g/m per hour. 
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2.4 Point by point analyses, 2006 
In 2006, the utility Skellefteå kraft was awarded pilot project funding from the 
Swedish Energy Agency to build a wind farm on Uljabuouda. The author of the 
most current Swedish wind energy atlas, Hans Bergström, was a bit intrigued 
and bothered by the fact that the hilltop’s rich wind resource could not be 
found in the wind resource maps. As the site was supposed to be affected by 
icing, a point wise icing analysis and a comparison of results from two 
different methods were ordered by the utility to be carried out by Ronsten17. 
The estimated average number of active icing hours per year is shown in 
Table 1. 

Average number of active icing hours per year
Location

VTT SMHI/FOI, 200409-200602

Aapua 600 795

Olostunturi 800 731

Uljabuouda 2000 475

Viscaria 200 632

 
Table 1: Number of estimated active icing hours per year at four locations in Lapland. 

The results from VTT’s Lasse Makkonen indicate that the icing problem could 
be severe on Uljabuouda. A difference in model resolution in combination with 
the object under study being an isolated hilltop is a plausible explanation for 
the large difference in estimated number of active icing hours, see Figure 19. 
One conclusion drawn in the report is that measurements are needed to 
determine the duration and severity of icing. There are no publicly available 
results from the subsequent measurements but masts at the site have, 
according to representatives from the utility, fallen due to icing. 

                                          
17 Ronsten G., “Förstudie av nedisning på lågfjället Uljabuouda i Arjeplogs kommun”, 
FOI, Memo 1703, Stockholm, April 2006 
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2.5 Point by point 2007, Quebec, CA 
A large bid for tender of 2000 MW of wind energy capacity was announced by 
Hydro Quebec (HQ) in 2005. The accepted projects were announced by HQ 5 
May, 2008, Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: 2004,5 MW in projects awarded by Hydro Quebec to developers in Quebec 
using REpower and Enercon wind turbines. 

Any missing or peculiar data measured by non-heated anemometers would 
indicate the significance of icing at the sites. However, as in most commercial 
projects, the wind speed measurements at these sites are not publicly 
available for analysis. According to Søren Krohn, a consultant to HQ, the 
intention is not to micro-manage the risk takers53; developers, manufacturers 
and future owners. 

Icing can occur in the region. For example, some parts of the area were 
severely hit by an ice-storm in January 1998. One study of mapping of icing 
frequency has been carried out by Comeau et al18. 

Here, an extract from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) project 
with 28 years of data available for every 3 h at 32 km grid resolution was 
used to study the occurrence of icing at airports in the area, Figure 6. 

                                          
18 Comeau M. et al, ”Estimating the Mean Number of Atmospheric  Icing Hours for 
Wind Turbine Applications”, CanWEA 2007 
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Figure 6: Airports in Quebec at which the occurrence of icing was studied. 

In addition to the parameters studied by Dobesch in 2.3; temperature (T), 
cloud height and visibility, Comeau et al added combinations including relative 
humidity (RH), liquid water content (LWC) in the air as well as any occurrence 
of freezing rain (FZ) in the 3h forecast. The best correlation between 
predictions and observations was obtained by studying T, FZ and RH>97%, 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: The best correlation between predictions and observations for the five 
winter seasons were obtained by studying T, FZ and RH>97%. 

The method developed by Comeau et al is based on the occurrence of clear 
ice at airports. Its validity at the sites of interest for wind farm development 
can eventually, as measurements become available, be evaluated. The next 
step for the authors is to develop an icing map of Quebec using all available 
grid points over the 28 years of data available. 

While clear icing is of great concern in Canada, it is rime icing, or in-cloud 
icing, that is likely to cause the greatest production losses in Scandinavia. 
This implies that the method developed for Quebec is not directly applicable 
for mapping of icing in Sweden. 
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2.6 Point by point versus season and height 
At the SAE conference on aircraft icing in Seville in the fall of 2007, Ben C. 
Bernstein from Leading Edge Atmospherics LLC, showed intriguing plots of 
icing versus time and height above airports. The following text is a quotation 
from http://www.intute.ac.uk/ 19:  

“The need for new regulations concerning flight into supercooled large droplet 
(SLD) icing conditions is currently under consideration. One aspect of 
determining the need for such regulations is to assess frequency of 
occurrence, spatial distribution, temporal distribution, and extent of icing 
conditions, including those from SLD. Little information on these topics is 
available, due to a lack of regular, direct measurements. Research aircraft … 
Other techniques must be used to infer the presence of such conditions to 
create a more unbiased climatology. Their presence and absence can be 
inferred using surface weather observations in conjunction with vertical 
profiles of temperature and moisture. Such a technique was successfully 
undertaken for the North American continent. In this study, a similar 
climatology of icing and SLD was created for Europe and surrounding areas 
using 15 years of coincident, 12-hour surface weather reports and balloon-
borne soundings. Icing conditions were found to be most common across 
northern and central Europe, especially over Scandinavia, Germany, and 
nearby locales. SLD was most common over the northern portions of the 
continent.” 

Figure 820 and shows icing over Östersund and Stockholm respectively. The 
importance of good planning for carrying out cold climate wind energy 
projects ought to be clear from the relatively short time period without icing. 
The most intensive icing seem to occur early in the winter season in 
Östersund while more severe icing occurs early in the year over Stockholm. 

                                          
19 http://www.intute.ac.uk/sciences/cgi-bin/search.pl?term1=climatology&limit=0  
Bernstein B.C., “Inferred European Climatology of Icing Conditions, Including 
Supercooled Large Droplets”, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) report, DOT/FAA 
AR-05/24, June 2005. 
20 Obtained via private communication with Bernstein 2007-10-02. This figure is not 
included in the DOT/FAA AR-05/24 report. 
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Figure 8: Frequency of icing versus month and height (kft=1000 ft) over Östersund. 

 
Figure 9: Frequency of icing versus month and height (kft=1000 ft) over Stockholm. 
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3 International icing measurements 

Icing measurements are required to verify a numerical weather model’s 
prediction of icing. The relevant parameters are active icing [Y/N], intensity of 
icing [g/(m&h)], passive icing [Y/N], type of ice [rime ice, glace ice or wet 
snow21] and maximum ice load [kg/m]. Additionally, any occurrence of hoar 
frost is of interest to grid operators as the corona effects causes significant 
energy losses. 

3.1 How long is long enough? 
Meteorologists tend to use 30-year data sets to determine changes in the 
climate. Long time icing measurements are scarce and may not always 
provide the information, such as number of active and passive icing hours as 
well as intensity and type of icing, required for wind turbine applications. The 
data set in Figure 10 shows the annual maximum ice load expressed in 
[kg/m] on a reference cylinder, as measured since 1940 at Studnice in the 
Czech Republic22. 

 
Figure 10: The longest maximum load icing measurement series in the world have 
been carried out in Studnice in the Czech Republic. 

While this information is relevant to a grid operator, the potential wind turbine 
owner requests more data and at relevant heights. 20 years of icing 
measurements for grid operators have been presented by Hydro Québec23. 

                                          
21 Wet snow accretion, occurring at temperatures above freezing, is not always defined 
as atmospheric icing although objects like telecommunication masts and grid 
infrastructure may collapse under the weight, or asymmetrical loading caused by wet 
snow. The wind force acting on frozen wet snow can bring powerlines down. 
22 Fikke S. et al, COST-727, Atmospheric Icing on Structures: 2006, Measurements 
and data collection on icing: State of the Art, Publication of MeteoSwiss, 75, 110 pp. 
23 Laflamme J., The climate of freezing rain over the province of Québec in Canada: a 
preliminary analysis. Atmospheric Research , Volume 46 , Issue 1 - 2 , Pages 99 - 111 
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From Germany, Wichura24 reports of more than 40 years of icing 
measurements at low heights from Arkona (N of Rügen) and 35 years of data 
have been measured at Zinnwald in the Ore mountains. The magnitudes of 
the maximum ice load at Arkona and Zinnvald are measured in g/m rather 
than Studnice’s kg/m. DWD25 has also performed icing measurements versus 
height in a mast in Falkenberg at 5, 50 and 90 m respectively,  

Figure 11. 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Icing measurements versus height in a mast at Falkenberg, ENE of Munich 
(DE), shows increased intensity versus height. 

For a wind turbine owner, icing can determine the minimum cash flow. There 
are, however, no long time trends found in the measured data and icing 
measurements versus height are scarce. 

3.2 Measurements carried out as part of COST 727 
A Scientific Report has been prepared by the Chair of the Management 
Committee of COST Action 727; Alain Heimo, who writes: 

“Measurement results achieved during the period January 2006 to April 2008. 

After a first test period, WG2 has selected 2 “reference” instruments which 
were performing more or less following the required specifications: the 
Combitech Mk I IceMonitor (Sweden) and the Goodrich ice detector (USA). 

A number of operational test stations have been installed and operated during 
the winter 2007-2008 in Finland: Luosto, Sweden: Sveg, Germany: Zinnwald, 
                                          
24 Wichura B., A Survey of Icing Measurements in Germany, Boreas VII, Saariselkä, 
Finland, March 2005 
25 DWD – Deutscher Wetterdienst 
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United Kingdom: Deadwater Fell, Czech Republic : Studnice and Switzerland: 
Guetsch (+2 stations in the Pre-Alps and on the Jura to be built in summer 
2008). All the stations are equipped with the Combitech Ice Monitor Mk I 
delivered free of charge (apart from transportation costs) by the 
manufacturer. The second reference instrument selected by the Action - 
Goodrich/Rosemount sensors – will be distributed by Campbell Scientific 
Limited also free of charge. Furthermore, two documents were edited: 1) a 
configuration table describing instrumental setup of the stations and 2) a full 
description of each station displaying the environmental characteristics of the 
sites.  These documents will be available on the Action web page during 
spring 2008. 

Some stations are further equipped with instruments which have still to be 
considered as prototypes: HoloOptics T26 (Sweden; tests in Finland and 
Switzerland), IceMeter (IAP, Prague CZ; tests in  Finland and Switzerland), 
IceMonitor (Brno, CZ; tests in United Kingdom), Infralytic (Switzerland and 
Germany; laboratory tests in Switzerland), Freezing Rain sensor (USA; tests 
in Switzerland).  

It has to be noted that, apart from the difficulties encountered during the 
winter period 2007/2008, the yielded results represent a unique dataset, the 
first one to contain measurements performed with operational icing sensors at 
5 (6) stations located in Europe. This first data set contains icing period cases 
for all the stations: Luosto: 5 icing periods, Sveg: 1 icing period, Zinnwald: 4 
icing cases, Deadwater Fell: 3 icing periods, Studnice: 6 icing periods, 
Guetsch: 2 icing periods (Swyberg: 2 icing periods). The dataset contains also 
all the ancillary meteorological records (wind, temperature, humidity, etc..). 

There are three main missing links between these icing measurements and 
modelling; a) liquid water content of air, b) droplet size distribution and c) ice 
accretion on an object under known weather conditions. As been noted 
before, the former two cloud parameters are currently not possible to 
measure in the field at reasonable cost. Measuring the visibility and 
estimating the vertical velocity may instead be used to approximate these 
parameters. For the latter, ice accretion on an object can be calculated using 
Makkonen’s formula: 

dM/dt=α1α2α3wAv 

Where A is the cross-sectional area of the object, w is the mass concentration 
of the particles (rain drops, cloud droplets, snow or water vapour), v is the 
particle velocity and α1-3 are the correction factors [0-1]. The correction 
factors can be calculated using physical models or be provided as empirical 
factors. 

α1 – collision efficiency 

α2 – sticking efficiency 

α3 – accretion efficiency 

Carrying out icing wind tunnel tests offers one of few possibilities to measure 
these correction factors. The Combitech, Goodrich/Rosemount and HoloOptics 
have been sent in 2007 for calibration in the wind tunnel calibration facility in 
Japan by Prof. Shigeo Kimura who is an associated member of the Action. The 
results of these calibrations will be included into the final report.” 
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At some of the COST 727 reference sites, icing measurements are currently 
being carried out in parallel as shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12: Ice detectors are being tested in parallell in Switzerland 
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4 Future modelling of icing 

This feasibility study of mapping of icing for wind energy applications uses 
results obtained in COST Action 727 - Measuring and forecasting Atmospheric 
Icing on structures. 

4.1 Modelling in COST 727 
The following is an excerpt from the Action’s Scientific Report prepared in May 
2008 by the Chair of the Management Committee of COST Action 727; Alain 
Heimo (CH). 

“Model simulations 

Numerical models 

In the second phase of this COST Action, WG1 is mainly focused on the use 
and improvement of numerical meteorological boundary-layer models for icing 
estimation. All these models incorporate the basic equation for ice accretion 
on a standard cylinder. 

The work has started with testing of the WRF model in Norway (at the 
University of Oslo and the Norwegian Meteorological office) for case studies of 
registered icing events at some of the test sites. The model was adjusted for 
the terrain at the Guetsch (CH), Luosto (FI) and Deadwater Fell (UK) sites and 
simulation for some cases were carried out. The WRF simulations performed 
for the selected periods in winter 2007/2008 show extremely positive results 
which are very promising for the outcome of the whole Action as modeled 
data and measurements agree finally with another. 

Simple models 

Some simple icing models have also been tested. These are models that are 
based on some simple correlations between the available meteorological data 
during the icing process and the ice load. One example of such investigations 
is the joint project between Bulgaria and Slovakia which started in 2007. This 
project has the goal to test some simplified models for in-cloud icing (given in 
the state-of-the-art reports in Phase 1). Data are being collected at two 
couples of mountain meteorological stations in both countries. Two of the 
stations (three by next winter) are equipped with the Czech sensor IceMeter. 
Visual icing observations are also available.  

Historical data as source of verification 

Some countries (Bulgaria, Czech Republic and Germany) have long series of 
observed icing events. These data can be used for rough verification.  Such 
investigations were carried out for one data set for the period 1972-76 for the 
station Cherni vrah (Bulgaria) for large metal cylinders and for the available 
icing measurements at Milesovka (Czech Republic). These investigations will 
continue further with other available data sets. 
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Probabilistic methods to estimate extreme icing events based on historical 
data have been developed. 

Climatological research on the frequency of occurrence, period of icing and 
type of icing is carried out in some of the participating countries (Bulgaria, 
Finland, Czech Republic, Sweden and others).  

A survey on the freezing precipitation climatology has been made for Finland, 
suggesting a method to be used more widely. 

An analysis of the frequency of rime icing on wind turbines based on 
simulated regional climate model data has been made for Northern Europe. A 
preliminary projection of the change in the rime icing frequency with global 
climate change has also been made.” 

4.2 Why not use satellite data to map the frequency of 
icing? 

In COST Action 722 – Short range forecasting methods of fog, visibility and 
low clouds, satellite data were, partly successfully, used to detect fog. 
However, the task of separating fog from low clouds over land turned out to 
be a challenge. Over the oceans, the use of Special Sensor Microwave/Imager 
(SSM/I) may improve the results: 

“With the advent of well-calibrated satellite microwave radiometers, it is now 
possible to obtain long time series of geophysical parameters that are 
important for studying the global hydrologic cycle and the Earth’s radiation 
budget. Over the world’s oceans, these radiometers have the capability to 
simultaneously measure profiles of air temperature and the three phases of 
atmospheric water (vapour, liquid, and ice).”26 

Assuming improvements in satellite analysis techniques, the detection and 
mapping of icing still requires the use of parameters, such as temperature and 
wind speed, from detailed NWP27 modelling. 

4.3 Questionnaire 
To find the State-of-the-art in modelling of icing for wind energy applications, 
a survey regarding models in use was sent out to meteorological institutes 
and companies in Norway, Sweden and Finland. The background information 
in the survey is presented in Appendix 1 and the results can be found in 
Appendix 2. 

 

Only half of the potential respondents answered the questionnaire. 

                                          
26 Wentz F.J., “A Well Calibrated Ocean Algorithm for SSM/I”, Remote Sensing 
Systems 
27 NWP - Numerical weather prediction 
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Institute/company Country Answered 
questionnaire 

Provided 
samples 

FMI FI No No 

Kjeller Vindteknikk NO Yes Yes 

Meteorologisk institutt NO No Yes 

SMHI SE Yes Yes 

Uppsala University SE Yes No 

VTT FI No No 

Table 2: Responses to the questionnaire. 

 
The reason for the relatively low response rate might, as in the case for VTT, 
be that the questions were not applicable to the company’s current activities. 
The Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) had, on the other hand, recently 
received an order to carry out a detailed mapping of the national wind 
resource and did therefore not seem to have resources available to pay 
attention to the icing issue. The Norwegian Meteorological Institute had 
recently lost a key person to Kjeller Vindteknikk while a second on staff was 
about to start his PhD studies in Mapping of atmospheric icing on structures. 
Consequently, the attention paid to the issue seems dependent on key 
persons at the various institutes. 

4.4 Cost for mapping of icing 
The relative computational time, using the same equipment, is dependant on 
a great number of factors of which four of the most important are 

choice of model, 

grid resolution, 

size of region and 

time covered. 

The influence on computational time from the choice of model listed in the 
questionnaire can hardly be estimated within the scope of this report as none 
of them have been verified to correctly estimate the cloud parameters 
relevant to icing. What would be the purpose of comparing the computational 
time for models producing answers, which may, or may not, be relevant? 
Such information will have to wait until the models have been somewhat 
better verified with respect to icing. 

Consequently, the model influence is assumed to be unknown while the 
computational time is linearly dependent on the time period covered. Relevant 
periods might be 10, 20 or 30 years. 
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The influences from the remaining two factors, grid resolution and size of 
region, are closely interconnected. Norton and Mölders28 claim: “If we want to 
capture terrain effects in rugged terrain, we have to pay for it with high 
resolution.” The domains are normally nested to set up the correct boundary 
conditions for the simulation. For this purpose, a large area can be covered 
with a 9 km grid. Inside this domain the conditions for a smaller region is 
computed using a 3 km grid followed by a 1 km ditto. The time step used can 
be in the order of a minute, for example 54 sec, for the 9 km grid and be 
reduced linearly with the grid size, i.e. 18 sec for 3 km and 6 sec for the 1 km 
grid. This example was provided by Nygaard29. The reduced time step and the 
increased spatial resolution explain the significant increase in computational 
time to cover an area in high resolution over an extended period of time. As 
an example, if a 9 km grid takes an hour to calculate, the 3 km grid takes 9x3 
= 27 hours and the 1 km grid covering the same region takes 9x3x27=729 
hours. 

Converting computational hours to a financial cost isn’t readily made without 
the help of a meteorologist. Once again, Nygaard provided valuable 
information regarding the cost for mapping local and regional icing. The 
estimations are based on the assumption that the projects can be coordinated 
and carried out in parallel. The predicted cost for using 4 different weather 
models and  

comparing local results based on climatological data is 600 kSEK. 

comparing the local results from two icing measurement seasons is estimated 
to be 1 MSEK. 

The predicted cost for modelling 4 winter seasons based on four tall mast 
measurements and 4 site measurements using one weather model is 1 MSEK. 

The above-mentioned costs are likely, as they’ve been estimated by a skilled 
and still optimistic researcher, to be underestimations. 

                                          
28 Morton D., Mölders N., Tradeoffs in Resolution versus Computational Resources in 
Modeling a Tanana Valley Wind Event, 
http://www.cs.umt.edu/~morton/MyPubs/GAWMS07/Morton-Molders-
TananaWinds.ppt 
29 Personal communication with Bjørn Egil K. Nygaard, The Norwegian Meteorological 
Institute, 2008-03-06. 
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5 Analysis 

5.1 The questionnaire 
Answers to the question “How can the [model] results be verified?” indicate 
consensus over the fact that synoptic icing measurements are needed to 
improve weather models. Icing is “only” the result of favourable(?) 
combinations of temperature, wind speed, object geometry, liquid water 
content (LWC) in the air and droplet size distribution (DSD). The latter two 
parameters are presently difficult to measure directly and are therefore 
approximated by visibility and vertical velocity respectively. Sensors for 
measuring LWC and DSD would be very valuable for the verification process. 

For all respondents, the model terrain resolution is increasing which ought 
to improve local modelling of icing. For wind energy, the vertical resolution in 
the lower 300 m of the boundary layer is of greatest interest. The 
experimental models in use by Uppsala University apply superior resolutions 
in this aspect. While the demands for the horizontal resolution is lower 
compared to ditto for the vertical resolution, they’re both tightly 
interconnected. For example, the isolated hilltop of Uljabuouda can’t be seen 
in the 1 km model topography in use by the present national wind resource 
assessment. In this scale, it can therefore be questioned if a high vertical 
resolution will be of much use. 

At present and without proper measurements to compare with, it is, not clear 
if complex non-hydrostatic30 models will produce any better results than their 
hydrostatic counterparts. According to Bergström31, the turbulence models in 
use by the models may prove to be of greater interest than whether the 
model is hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic. In the study in which Figure 24 was 
produced, Nygaard has also applied different cloud parameterisation schemes 
to indicate the influence on predicted icing caused by, among other 
parameters, modelling of turbulence. 

During the last 5 years great progress has been made in the field of modelling 
of icing as weather prediction models have evolved, been extended with more 
advanced cloud schemes and reached resolutions not previously believed 
possible. The reason for the latter is not only due to model development but 
also to the ever-increasing computer capacity made available to 
meteorologists. In general, the national meteorological institutes do not 
currently strive for reaching the resolutions needed to resolve local icing 
conditions, which in turn are highly influenced by local terrain conditions. 

The computational time required and the associated cost for mapping of icing 
have been described in empirical terms in Chapter 4.4. 

                                          
30 Non-hydrostatic implies that vertical mixing occurs. 
31 Personal communication with Hans Bergström, Uppsala University, 2008-09-03. 
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5.2 Supercooled Liquid Droplets  
The methods for analysing the occurrence of super cooled liquid droplets 
(SLD) has improved and it is today possible to model and present eye-
catching results from mapping of icing which seem quite plausible. However, 
the critical reader should bear in mind that such results are largely unverified. 
Clear ice is not as frequently occurring in Europe as in N. America around the 
Great Lakes. 

5.3 Rime icing 
Rime icing, and not clear icing, is likely to cause the greatest problems for 
wind turbine applications in Sweden. The analysis of rime icing at the sites of 
interest for wind farm developers has not yet started. Such studies can be 
initiated from two ends. 

A low resolution mapping of icing, i.e. using a 5 km grid, can be initiated 
immediately and verified versus ongoing and future icing measurements. 
Higher resolution analysis requires more extensive measurements at a few 
sites of interest for wind farm deployment. Such work can start relatively 
soon. A national mapping of icing still lies a few years away. 

5.4 Wet snow 
There is no standardized way to measure icing caused by wet snow. Accretion 
of wet snow can cause great problems for masts, towers, power lines and 
wind turbines standing still. The importance of wet snow accretion should not 
be overlooked as lattice towers of significant size (>300 m) have fallen due to 
such accumulation over longer periods of time. 

5.5 Climate change 
The consequences with respect to icing for wind turbines located in the 
countries surrounding the Baltic Sea need to be investigated. The reason 
being an, by the author assumed, increase in liquid water content originating 
from a Baltic Sea not covered by sea ice to the extent we’ve seen so far. 
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6 Conclusions 

The wind turbine industry will, during the next decade, be busy meeting an 
insatiable global demand. Wind energy in icing climates is a niche market that 
is unlikely to be addressed by listed mainstream manufacturers, aiming at 
maximizing profit margins, unless efficient market incentives are made readily 
available. 

It was initially believed that the Canadian market would be sufficiently large 
to initiate a breakthrough in de- and anti-icing technology. It is still unclear if 
this assumption is valid and time will show. 

If de-/anti-icing technologies are not made available, the need for assessing 
the energy deficiency due to icing will increase as more remote and difficult, 
from an icing point of view, sites are being developed. 

This report merely presents examples of icing measurements and modelling 
results. There is still extensive work to be done such as 

o development of reliable ice detectors and ice load sensors, 

o development of sensors for measuring droplet size distribution and the 
liquid water content of air, 

o classification of sites and sensors (of all kinds), 

o development of physics of icing, 

o development of weather analysis and prediction models, 

o comparison between measurements and models to enable 

o prediction and mapping of icing. 

 
MCP32 can be an effective way to assess the wind energy production 
deficiency due to icing. This methodology naturally involves comparisons 
between measurements and models to enable predictions. 

To solve the challenges associated with icing there seems to be only one 
option available, to carry out hard work in the fields of icing measurements, 
modelling, verification and comparisons between model results. The institutes 
and companies, which have answered the questionnaire, are all interested in 
carrying out this task. 

Funding for icing measurements are not currently allocated by the national 
weather services. Therefore, appropriate measures need to be taken to enable 
synoptic icing measurements in tall towers and the consequent evaluation of 
the acquired data. The costs associated with such studies have recently been 
presented in a wind pilot project proposal to the Swedish Energy Agency.  

                                          
32 MCP = Measure, Correlate, Predict 
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7 Appendix 1 - A questionnaire to 
meteorological institutes and 
companies 

To find the State-of-the-art in modelling of icing for wind energy applications, 
a survey regarding models in use was sent out to meteorological institutes 
and companies in Norway, Sweden and Finland. The background information 
in the survey is presented below while the results can be found in the 
following chapter. 

7.1 Response to questionnaire 
Not all institutes and companies were interested/willing to reply to the 
questions asked, see Table 3.  

Institute/company Country Answered 
questionnaire 

Provided 
samples 

FMI FI No No 

Kjeller Vindteknikk NO Yes Yes 

Meteorologisk institutt NO No Yes 

SMHI SE Yes Yes 

Uppsala University SE Yes No 

VTT FI No No 

Table 3: Responses to the questionnaire. 

 
Only half of the respondents answered the questionnaire. The reason for this 
might, as in the case of VTT, be that the questions were not applicable to the 
company’s current activities. The Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) had, 
on the other hand, recently received an order to carry out a detailed mapping 
of the national wind resource and did therefore not seem to have resources 
available to pay attention to the icing issue. The Norwegian Meteorological 
Institute had recently lost a key person to Kjeller Vindteknikk while a second 
on staff was about to start his PhD studies in Mapping of atmospheric icing on 
structures. Consequently, the attention paid to the issue seems dependent on 
key persons at the various institutes. 

7.2 Background information to the questionnaire 

7.2.1 Table of contents of the background information 
o Scope of intended work 
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o Examples of modelling of icing 
o Data and format to be used for comparison 
o Test of modelling of icing 
o Grid size for national mapping in the time domain 
o Regional mapping of wind speed, icing and temperature in the time 

domain 
o Examples of data available for re-analysis 
o Micro-siting of wind turbines 

7.2.2 Scope of intended work 
The primary goal for a wind energy developer is to find and exploit the most 
profitable sites and at ice-free locations, the wind resource and the cost for 
grid development are the primary parameters determining the likelihood of 
success. In cold climates, the temperature distribution and severity of icing at 
a site determine the required add-on equipment and, assuming an equivalent 
wind resource, choosing a less ice-infested site decreases the economic risk 
and the cost of project financing. Figure 13 shows an analysis from basic work 
in standardisation and development of sensors to on-site wind and icing 
measurements. Four boxes with thick lines indicate the scope of this feasibility 
study. 

 

 
Figure 13: An analysis33 of the required process to find sites for wind farm 
development. Until now, some attention has been paid to fields in green. The assumed 

                                          
33 Ronsten G., "Förslag på forskningsuppgifter inom teknikområdet ”Vindkraft i kallt 
klimat”, Vindforsk II, project V-140. 
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grid size for a national assessment of net wind energy potential is 5 km and 1 km for a 
regional study. 

As can be seen, mapping of icing frequency is important for the initial site 
selection in cold climates. In Sweden, however, the currently available wind 
resource assessment from Uppsala University does not include mapping of 
icing and temperature. The energy assessment mapping does not only require 
wind and temperature data to be saved in the time domain. Icing data such 
as intensity, acquired amount and type of icing are also needed to enable a 
time wise combination of wind, temperature and icing. Forecasting of icing is 
not the primary interest of this feasibility study although verified analysis and 
now-casting are fundamental to a trustworthy frequency mapping of available 
gross and net wind energy potential. 

7.2.3 Examples of modelling of icing 
You are encouraged to provide examples of your institute’s/company’s current 
experience of measuring and/or modelling of icing and a description of your 
near-term ambitions in the field. Figure 14 shows an example of an icing map 
developed by Dobesch et al in the New Icetools project. The unit “Number of 
icing days” is not easily converted into an estimate of wind energy production 
loss due to icing. 

 

 
Figure 14: Calculated “Number of Icing days”. 
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7.2.4 Data and format to be used for comparison 
As results, the following data shall be provided in shape-format: 

o Terrain data used expressed in RT 90 2.5 gon V for 5 and 1 km grids as 
used for national and regional studies respectively. Ex: 6899000 1424000 
606. 

o Average annual wind speed at h = 71, 100 and 200 m above a reference 
plane defined as 2/3 of the height of a forest (if any). 

o Annual number of hours at temperature below –20 and –30°C at h=10, 
100 and 200 m 

o Annual number of hours of active icing at h = 10, 100 and 200 m 
o Annual number of hours of duration of icing at h = 10, 100 and 200 m 
o Annual number of hours of active clear icing at h = 10, 100 and 200 m 
o Annual number of hours of active rime icing at h = 10, 100 and 200 m 
o Annual number of hours of active wet snow icing at h = 10, 100 and 200 

m 
o Energy production from a Vestas V90-3MW, h=100 m, without anti-icing 

equipment 
o Energy production from a Vestas V90-3MW, h=100 m, with anti-icing 

equipment 

7.2.5 Test of modelling of icing 
Selected sequences for a number of days of measured icing can be made 
available from a mast in Sveg for h=15, 70, 155 and 240 m. Figure 15 shows 
the location of data acquisition and communication unit (1), ice detector (2), 
ice load sensor (3) and meteorological station (4) in the mast. You will be 
asked to provide your own calculations for the selected periods. Similar work 
is carried out for five other measurement sites in COST 727 – Atmospheric 
icing of structures34. 

 

                                          
34 COST 727 - http://www.cost.esf.org/index.php?id=205&action_number=727 
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Figure 15: Icing measurements are currently being carried out at h=15, 70, 155 and 
240 m in Teracom’s mast on Brickan close to Sveg. 
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7.2.6 Grid size for national mapping in the time domain 
The national wind resource, icing and temperature mappings in the time 
domain are assumed to be required for mapping the available gross and net 
national wind energy resource. In this feasibility study the assumed grid size 
for a national mapping is 5 km in an area limited to Sweden and a time frame 
of 30 yrs. The difference between gross and net resources at any location will 
determine the most profitable investment in de-/anti-icing equipment (if 
available). Figure 16 shows the domain of interest. 

 

 
Figure 16: The area of interest for mapping of net wind energy potential with respect 
to wind, icing and temperature using a 5 km grid. 

The importance of mapping the temperature is dependant on the 
characteristics of the chosen wind turbine. Adapted wind turbine technology is 
available for temperatures down to –30°C, which in Sweden are rarely found 
on hilltops where wind farms are most likely to be established. In the 
wintertime, low temperatures are more common in valleys and it has been 
shown in Suorva that the wind resource is sufficient for wind turbines to 
perform well also at such locations. Here low temperatures are likely to stop 
operations more frequently than on the hilltops. However, a 5 km grid size is 
assumed to be too coarse for accurately resolving the details of mountain 
valleys. 
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7.2.7 Regional mapping of wind speed, icing and temperature in the 
time domain 

A detailed, i.e. 1 km grid size, net wind resource mapping in the time domain 
taking wind, icing and temperature into account is initially assumed to be a 
realistic option for a county. It is furthermore assumed that enabling 
intercomparisons between results obtained by different methods as well as 
verification of model results against synoptic icing measurements is 
advantageous for the future development of models. For this purpose, two 
different regions neighbouring Norway and Finland have been chosen. The 
selected counties are Jämtland and Norrbotten, Figure 17 and Figure 18. 
 

 
 

Figure 17: The county of Jämtland is one of two alternative counties to be used for 
detailed mapping of the available wind resource limited by icing and low temperatures. 
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Figure 18: The county of Norrbotten is one of two alternative counties to be used for 
detailed mapping of the available wind resource limited by icing and low temperatures. 

7.2.8 Examples of data available for re-analysis 
• ECMWF35 provides 0.25° analysis of historic data to affiliated government 
institutes. 

• Non-government institutes and companies may use 0.5° data from GFS36 
provided by NCEP37. 

Primary global re-analyses38: 

• NCEP/NCAR39: 1948 – present by NCEP with NCAR data supply 
• ERA40-15: 1979 – 1993 by ECMWF 
• NCEP/DOE41 (Reanalysis-2): 1979 – present by NCEP with DOE funding 
• ERA-40: 1957 - 2002 by ECMWF and partners (including NCAR) 

• JRA-2542: 1979 - 2004 by JMA43 (including observations from ERA-40) 

7.2.9 Micro-siting of wind turbines 
The higher the horizontal resolution, the better the orography will follow the 
actual terrain. Figure 19 shows an example of a grid resolution of 22 km 
compared to a more accurate topography represented by a 50 m grid. 

                                          
35 ECMWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
36 GFS: Global Forecasting System 
37 NCEP: National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
38 
http://www.ecmwf.int/newsevents/meetings/workshops/2005/EURRA/presentations/Gl
obal_reanalysis.pdf  
39 NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research 
40 ERA: ECMWF Re-analyses 
41 DOE: Department of Energy (US) 
42 JRA-25: Japanese 25-year ReAnalysis 
43 JMA: Japan Meteorological Agency 
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Figure 19: The real topography in mountain regions can be poorly represented by the 
orography used in models. Here a grid resolution of 22 km compared to the more 
accurate topography represented by a 50 m grid. 

You’re asked to provide results from modelling micro-siting of wind turbines, 
or at least a description of how, using 1 km data in conjunction with a more 
detailed topography to take local icing and low temperature effects into 
consideration. 
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Appendix 2 - Answers to the 
questionnaire 

8.1 Kjeller Vindteknikk (NO) 

8.1.1 Contact information 
Name of company/institute 
Kjeller Vindteknikk AS 
Name of contact person 
Erik Berge 
Phone 
+47 63806204 
Interested in mapping the wind energy production potential taking 
icing and low temperature into account (Yes/No) 
Yes 

Table 4: Contact info., Kjeller Vindteknikk AS 

8.1.2 NWP model in experimental use 
Analysis, 2D/3D (ex: MESAN, 2D) KVT model: Icing based 

on airport data 
interpolated/ extrapolated 

to a regular grid 
Spatial resolution (ex: 5 km) Optional 
Lowest vertical layers (ex: 30, 100, 300 m) Optional 
Now-casting, 2D/3D (ex: HIRLAM)  
Spatial resolution  
Lowest vertical layers  
Forecasting (ex: HIRLAM) WRF 
Spatial resolution ~0.5 km or higher 
Lowest vertical layers ~ 20-40m, but optional 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic non-hydrostatic 
To be used for micro-siting? If no, explain 
alternative 

No, for micro-siting WAsP 
or CFD 

Re-analysis (ex: HIRLAM)  
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic  
Data base used (ex: GFS) ECMWF or NCEP 
Original spatial and vertical resolution Global ~ 1 deg or better 
Final spatial and vertical resolution  

Table 5: NWP model in experimental use by Kjeller Vindteknikk. 
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8.2 Estimated time frame by Kjeller Vindteknikk AS 
 Comparison to 

measurements 
in Sveg 

National 
mapping 

Regional- 
Jämtland 

Regional- 
Norrbotten 

Micro-
siting 

Model WRF WRF WRF WRF WAsP 
or CFD 

Final spatial 
resolution 

~ 1km ~ 5km ~ 1km ~ 1km  

Years covered Selected icing 
sequencies 

(days) 

Optional 
 

Optional 
 

Optional 
 

 
 

How can the 
results be 
verified? 

By icing 
measurements 

Avail. 
meas. 

Avail. 
meas. 

Avail. meas. Avail. 
meas. 

Start of work 
(2008-09-01) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Work 
completed 
(2009-04-30) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Comparison of 
results from 
others (Y/N) 

Yes, can be 
done 

Yes, can 
be done 

Yes, can 
be done 

Yes, can be 
done 

Yes, 
can be 
done 

Table 6: Estimated time frame for Kjeller Vindteknikk AS 

8.2.1 Examples of modelling 
The following figures were made possible for the author of this report to 
create as Kjeller Vindteknikk’s Erik Berge provided a plug-in to Google Earth 
with wind speed and icing data for Rogaland fylke in SW Norway. The wind 
resource estimations have been calculated using WRF and the mapping of 
icing is based on airport data interpolated/ extrapolated to a regular grid, see 
Table 5. 

The mappings of both the wind resource and the severity of icing are based 
on time series. It would therefore be possible to calculate the energy 
deficiency caused by icing. However, such results, which are of primary 
interest to developers and potential wind farm owners, are yet to be released. 

In spite of the lack of information regarding the energy deficiency caused by 
icing mentioned above, it is believed that Kjeller Vindteknikk has developed a 
quite useful method for mapping of icing for wind energy applications. It 
cannot be mentioned too often, modelling of icing still requires extensive 
verification and model development. 

Figure 20 shows the terrain, modelled average annual wind speed and icing 
for Rogaland fylke. The predicted icing frequency is based on observations 
from neighbouring airports. The last picture shows the effect of a restricted 
terrain resolution; rivers and lakes can populate hillsides. The location shown 
in China is just an example of this and has nothing to do with icing. 
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The scale of the image is made slightly higher in Figure 21. An even larger 
scale is shown in Figure Figure 22. The weather model resolution is 
unchanged for all three figures. The results shown have not been verified by 
comparison with measurements apart from those acquired at the airports. 
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Figure 20: Terrain, wind speed and icing for Rogaland fylke. Icing is based on one 
year of observations at airports. The last picture shows the effect of a restricted terrain 
resolution; rivers and lakes can populate hillsides. The location in China is just an 
example of this. 
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Figure 21: Terrain, wind speed and icing for Rogaland fylke. Icing is based on one 
year of observations at airports. 
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Figure 22: Terrain, wind speed and icing for Rogaland fylke. Icing is based on one 
year of observations at airports. 
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8.3 SMHI (SE) 

8.3.1 Contact information 
Name of company/institute 
SMHI 
Name of contact person 
Esbjörn Olsson 
Phone 
+46 607858819 
Interested in mapping the wind energy production potential taking 
icing and low temperature into account (Yes/No) 
Yes 

Table 7: Contact info., SMHI 

8.3.2 NWP model in operational use 
Analysis, 2D/3D (ex: MESAN, 2D) Mesan 2D 
Spatial resolution (ex: 5 km) 11 km 
Lowest vertical layers (ex: 30, 100, 300 m) n/a 
Now-casting, 2D/3D (ex: HIRLAM)  
Spatial resolution  
Lowest vertical layers  
Forecasting (ex: HIRLAM) Hirlam 
Spatial resolution 5 km 
Lowest vertical layers 30/90/160/230/290 m 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic Hydrostatic 
To be used for micro-siting? If no, explain 
alternative 

 

Re-analysis (ex: HIRLAM) ERA-interim 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic Hydrostatic 
Data base used (ex: GFS) ECMWF 
Original spatial and vertical resolution 80 km / 60 levels 
Final spatial and vertical resolution  

Table 8: NWP model in operational use by SMHI 

8.3.3 NWP model in experimental use 
Analysis, 2D/3D (ex: MESAN, 2D)  
Spatial resolution (ex: 5 km)  
Lowest vertical layers (ex: 30, 100, 300 m)  
Now-casting, 2D/3D (ex: HIRLAM)  
Spatial resolution  
Lowest vertical layers  
Forecasting (ex: HIRLAM) Harmonie 
Spatial resolution 2.5 km 
Lowest vertical layers 30/90/160/230/290 meters 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic Non-hydrostatic 
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To be used for micro-siting? If no, explain 
alternative 

 

Re-analysis (ex: HIRLAM)  
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic  
Data base used (ex: GFS)  
Original spatial and vertical resolution  
Final spatial and vertical resolution  

Table 9: NWP model in experimental use by SMHI. 
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8.3.4 Examples of modelling 
Figure 23 shows the difference in predicted icing versus model development 
and resolution, in this case using Hirlam05 and Harmonie 2,5. 

 

.  

Figure 23: SMHI currently has the official capability to model icing at a resolution of 
2,5 km. 
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8.4 Uppsala University (SE) 

8.4.1 Contact information 
Name of company/institute 
Inst.för geovetenskaper, Uppsala universitet 
Name of contact person 
Hans Bergström 
Phone 
+46 184717181 
Interested in mapping the wind energy production potential taking 
icing and low temperature into account (Yes/No) 
Yes. Work done in collaboration with Stefan Söderberg, Weathertech 
Scandinavia in Uppsala. 

Table 10: Contact info., Uppsala University 

 

8.4.2 NWP Models in operational use 
 Model 1 Model 2 
Analysis, 2D/3D (ex: MESAN, 2D)   
Spatial resolution (ex: 5 km)   
Lowest vertical layers (ex: 30, 100, 
300 m) 

  

Now-casting, 2D/3D 
(ex: HIRLAM) 

MIUU-model 
(ALARM) 

 

Spatial resolution 1 km  
Lowest vertical layers 2 m, 10 levels to 

150 m 
 

Forecasting (ex: HIRLAM) MM5 COAMPS 
Spatial resolution 12 km 12 km 
Lowest vertical layers 10 m 10 m 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic non-hydrostatic non-hydrostatic 
To be used for micro-siting? If no, 
explain alternative 

No No 

Re-analysis (ex: HIRLAM) MIUU-model 
(ALARM) 

 

Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic hydrostatic  
Data base used (ex: GFS) NCEP / ERA 40  
Original spatial and vertical resolution 2.5° / 500 m  
Final spatial and vertical resolution 0.5 km, 10 lev 

below 150 m 
 

Table 11: NWP models in operational use by Uppsala University. 
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8.4.3 NWP models in experimental use 
 Model 1 Model 2 
Analysis, 2D/3D 
(ex: LAPS, 3D) 

  

Spatial resolution (ex: 5 km)   
Lowest vertical layers 
(ex: 30, 100, 300 m) 

  

Now-casting, 2D/3D   
Spatial resolution   
Lowest vertical layers   
Forecasting (Ex: WRF) COAMPS WRF 
Spatial resolution 4 km 4 km 
Lowest vertical layers 2 m 2 m 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic non-hydrostatic non-hydrostatic 
To be used for micro-siting? If no, 
explain alternative 

Yes Yes 

Re-analysis (ex: Arome) MIUU-model COAMPS 
Hydrostatic/non-hydrostatic hydrostatic non-hydrostatic 
Data base used (ex: ECMWF) ERA 40 / NCEP ERA 40 / NCEP 
Original spatial and vertical resolution 2.5° / 500 m 2.5° / 500 m 
Final spatial and vertical resolution 0.1 km, 15 lev 

to 200 m 
0.1 km, 15 lev 

to 200 m 

Table 12: NWP models in experimental use by Uppsala University. 
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8.4.4 Estimated time frame 
 Comparison to 

measurement
s in Sveg 

National 
mapping 

Regional- 
Jämtland 

Regional- 
Norrbotten 

Micro-
siting 

Model MIUU/COMAP
S 

see Sveg see Sveg see Sveg see Sveg 

Final spatial 
resolution 

0.5 km 5 km 1 km 1 km 100 m 

Years covered Selected icing 
sequencies 

(days) 

30 y clim 30 y clim 30 y clim 30 y clim 

How can the 
results be 
verified? 

By icing 
measurement

s 

? ? ? ? 

Start of work 
(2008-09-01) 

2009-01-01 2009-
01-01 

2009-01-
01 

2009-01-
01 

2009-
01-01 

Work 
completed 
(2009-04-30) 

2009-06-30 2009-
12-31 

2010-06-
30 

2010-06-
30 

2010-
06-30 

Comparison of 
results from 
others (Y/N) 

? valuable 
if.. 

   

Table 13: Estimated time frame by Uppsala University 

Bergström provided no examples of mapping of icing. 
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8.5 Norwegian Met. Institute (SE) 

8.5.1 Contact information 
Name of company/institute 
Meteorologisk institutt 
Name of contact person 
Bjørn Egil K. Nygaard 
Phone 
+47 91803985 
Interested in mapping the wind energy production potential taking 
icing and low temperature into account (Yes/No) 
Yes 

Table 14: Contact info., Norwegian Meteorological Institute 

The Norwegian meteorological institute did not respond to the questionnaire, 
as the present working situation was not sufficiently clear for the persons 
involved. However, the institute’s Bjørn Egil K. Nygaard plays a key role in the 
evaluation of measurements compared to model results in COST Action 727. 
The methods in use were presented by Nygaard at Vintervind 200844. 

One result presented was the need for using an advanced cloud scheme, in 
this case Thomson, to achieve an acceptable correlation between 
measurement and model results. Another, more obvious challenge, is the 
terrain complexity compared to the model resolution. Figure 24 shows a 
comparison carried out for icing in a tower at Schwyberg in the Jura 
Mountains. 

Nygaard, who currently plans to carry out PhD studies on the subject of 
atmospheric icing of structures, is interested in, and just about ready to carry 
out mapping of icing using a longer period of reanalysis data. One of his most 
recent projects deals with the planning of the most cost effective route for a 
new power line in Norway with predicted icing reaching well above 50 kg/m. 

8.5.2 Examples of modelling 
At the Swedish national cold climate wind energy conference, Vintervind 
2008, Nygaard presented results from modelling of icing studies compared to 
measurements in Switzerland, Figure 24. 

  

                                          
44 Nygaard, B.E.K., “Model studies – atmospheric icing. Mapping of ice and snow 
loads”, Vintervind 2008, Åsele, Sweden, 2008. 
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Figure 24: Comparison between icing measurements and modelling in a tower at 
Schwyberg in the Jura Mountains. The measurements were interrupted as heavy icing 
made the mast fall 
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9 Appendix 3 - Consequences of icing 
on wind farm planning and wind 
turbine operation 

9.1 Production losses due to icing 
Some severely affected locations are likely not to be developed unless the 
appropriate de- or anti-icing technologies are made available. 

To investors, icing of wind turbines in cold climates poses a significant as icing 
will 

reduce energy production 
increase blade generated noise 
stop the turbine from operating 
increase the fatigue induced loads 
cause a safety threat due to ice throw 
stop the operation due to legal requirements 
stop a turbine if the external instruments are iced up 
render wind energy production assessment more difficult 
stop the production over large areas and prolonged times 
Lightly iced up blades will reduce the energy production as the ice causes a 
smooth (laminar) airflow across the airfoil to be replaced by a turbulent ditto 
resulting in lower torque, caused by a loss in aerodynamic lift and increase in 
drag. 

Medium and severe icing of blades will eventually stop the operation as the 
torque is reduced and/or vibration alarms are set of due to an asymmetrical 
loading. Standard wind turbines in Sweden not equipped with anti-icing 
systems have been observed to halt to a standstill for up to 2 months. 

Initially, wind energy projects have been deployed in icing climates using 
conventional wind turbines. This is not likely to be an option in the future as 
a) the onshore market in icing climates grows, b) large projects are planned 
for and c) these are to be owned by large utilities and investors. 
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Figure 25: An iced up wind turbine can be out of operation for months. In the case 
shown the stops are 2 and 1 months respectively. 

 

 
Figure 26: An heavily iced up blade in N Finland (Laakso, VTT). The leading edge 
becomes uneven as ice is built up and falls of. 
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Figure 27: Energy production measurements of wind speed using a heated 
anemometer applied on the nominal power curve (black), actual performance of 
turbine equipped with anti-icing (red) and production from a turbine not equipped with 
anti-icing (blue). 

Preferably, the costs associated with the investment and O&M of an anti-icing 
system should be lower than the value of the energy production gained, 
thereby increasing profitability. If safety is a critical issue, anti-icing will have 
to be installed anyway even if it might be unprofitable from an energy 
production point of view. 
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Figure 28: Iced up blades in the Aapua wind farm 2007-02-25 causes the power to be 
reduced, in this case by approximately 80%. 

De-icing and anti-icing systems for wind turbines have been under 
development since the early 1990’s. Systems based on hot air circulating in 
the blades are readily available for light icing conditions. However, no 
commercial systems are yet available for medium and severe icing conditions. 

9.2 Icing conditions and wind turbine classes 
One can divide the de-/anti-icing capabilities into the following six categories: 

De-icing, light icing 
De-icing, moderate icing 
De-icing, severe icing 
Anti-icing, light icing 
Anti-icing, moderate icing 
Anti-icing, severe icing 
These six classes can be compared to the 5 station classes and instrument 
classes proposed by COST 727 to WMO. 

 

 
 

Table 15: Classification of sites according to the severity of icing (from 
UEMETNET/SWS II report). 

The proposed standard for sites (S1-S5) has not yet been accepted by WMO. 
This is also the case for the instrument class, which in this context can be 
interpreted as wind turbine class. 
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Table 16: Classification of instruments, hypothetical numbers only. 

 

If implemented, the instrument class index (ICl1-ICL5) can be matched to the 
appropriate site icing index (S1-S5). 

 

 
 

Figure 29: The instrument class (read wind turbine class) can be tuned to the site 
icing index to achieve the desired availability. 

 

There are a number of icing forecast models and analysis tools presently in 
use by aviation meteorologists. Verification of the actual icing situation is 
scarce, non-qualitative and sporadic. 
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9.3 Verification of icing 
For this purpose, A European COST 727 action on atmospheric icing of 
structures was started in 2004. One goal of COST 727 is to initiate synoptic 
icing measurements. The above mentioned classification of sites and 
instruments are tools needed to move the action forward. 

Other activities within COST 727 deals with improving the understanding of 
the icing process, improving models and evaluating ice detectors. 

As researchers are gaining knowledge, they see a stronger link between icing 
and the liquid water content of the air and droplet size distribution in 
comparison compared with a link, on popular demand, to humidity. 
Unfortunately, neither the liquid water content of the air, nor the droplet size 
distribution are easily accessible parameters. Makkonen45 has proposed an 
indirect way of determining the former by means of measuring the visibility. 
Makkonen has also proposed the use of a multi-diameter cylinder to 
determine the droplet size distribution for rime icing. The theory behind this 
instrument can be understood by a glance at the following figure. 

 

 
Figure 30: The dimension of the iced up object in relation to the droplet size 
distribution influences the amount of ice accreted. 

One important note on icing measurements can be made: masts supported by 
guy wires are prone to failure at sites affected by medium to severe icing and 
strong winds. One such failure can be seen in the following figure. 

 

                                          
45 VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 
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Figure 31: A fallen mast in Austria, January 200446. 

9.4 Ways to detect icing 
Some technologies used to measure icing are: 

Measurements of LWC and droplet size distribution. 
Changes of a vibrating frequency (Rosemount, Vibrometer, Labko) 
Changes in load of ice (ISO 12494, IceMonitor, Meteo) 
Spectral analysis of scattered light (Infralytics) 
Retroreflective surface (HoloOptics), 
Obstruction of a light beam (Jokkmokk) 
The formation of an ice film as analyzed by an IR-camera 
Detection of the attenuation of an ultrasonic signal 
Detection of changes in the electrical impedance on the probe’s surface 
Analyzing the output from a heated and an unheated anemometer 
Detecting a frozen wind vane 
Change in sound spectrum (as proposed by DEWI) 
Change in power (most often lower but sometimes also higher) 

                                          
46 Photo: Hans Winkelmeier, Energiewerkstatt, Verein 
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9.5 Safety 
Unrestricted operation of a wind turbine in icing conditions is not allowed in 
some regions of the world. Warning signs are required at most locations while 
sirens and lights are not. Start up after an icing event may require visual 
inspection or some other means of securing that the risk of ice throw is 
minimized. 

 
Figure 32: Signs, sirens and lights are used to warn staff and the public for the risk of 
ice throw. Ice detection can be carried out in several ways, for example by means of a 
dedicated ice detector, loss in production or measuring the vibrations caused by ice 
build up on a rotating wind turbine. Light and sound warnings can be given prior to 
start up after an icing event. 

9.6 Security of supply 
Icing of wind turbines during one or more icing events may occur over large 
areas, causing stops in production that can last for extended periods of time. 
A large-scale implementation of wind turbines in icing climates may therefore 
require energy production forecasting including the effects of active and 
passive icing as well as a demand for shortening the start up time after an 
icing event. The icing events may or may not be accurately predicted in 
forecasts published for the aviation industry. 
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Figure 33: Aviation weather forecast by SMHI, predicting severe icing over a large 
area from the ground and up. These forecasts ought to be, but are currently not, 
validated in a systematic manner. 

Durstewitz47 has shown the possibility to include icing in wind energy 
production forecasts. Even as far South as in Texas (US), the losses due to 
iced up wind gauges may cost large-scale owners M$ per day48. One cost is 
for the energy production loss itself. On top of this, there’s a penalty for not 
delivering the contracted amount of energy during a specified time. 

9.7 De-icing and anti-icing 
De-icing means that the ice is allowed to build up before it is being removed. 
The lower power required when stopping the turbine makes such action a 
natural part of a viable de-icing solution. The power available for de-icing is 
normally less than 5% of the rated power of the wind turbine. Anti-icing, 
when the ice is prevented from building up during operation, requires 
significantly higher power, up to 25% of rated power. 

                                          
47 Durstewitz M. (ISET, DE), “Wind power forecast in Germany. General approach, 
practical applications and options for considering effects of wind turbine icing.”, 
Vintervind 2008, Åsele, Sweden, March 2008.  
48 Horn B., FPL, private communication during EWEC 2008 in Brussels + e-mail. 
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The airflow over the wind turbine blade is normally laminar at the leading 
edge. Ice at this position will, in most cases, trigger a transition to turbulent 
flow, which increases the heat transfer and the consequent power required to 
remove the ice by, as an example, a factor of 3. An early detection of ice build 
up followed by an anti-icing cycle might prevent the airflow at the leading 
edge of the blade from turning turbulent thereby reducing the power required. 

The trend towards low wind speed turbines increases the ratio of power 
needed for de-/anti-icing as the blade surface to rated power increases. 
Laakso claims, however, that the “blade size has no effect on the heating 
capacity of electrical heating elements”49. 

9.8 Technical requirements on a wind turbine in an icing 
climate 

Two ways for a customer to require sufficient performance of wind turbines 
under icing conditions have been proposed: 

Amount of energy delivered or 
Technical availability including icing 
So far, neither the manufacturers nor the developers have accepted either 
one of the requirements. The reason why projects still have been built at ice-
infested locations is that the buyers have taken the full risk tempted by a 10-
20% price reduction in comparison with projects built on less demanding 
sites. 

The principle of requiring a certain amount of energy to be delivered has, 
however, been implemented in the 2000 MW bid for tenders issued by Hydro 
Quebec. 

Icing of wind turbines will in this case not have to be addressed if the required 
amount of energy to be delivered is low or the penalty not too severe. 

Iced-up wind turbines will, on the other hand, be costly if the production 
requirements are significant in comparison with the combined wind resource 
and risk of icing. 

                                          
49 Laakso T., Thermal blade heating technologies, Boreas VII, Finland, 2005. 
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Figure 34: Hydro Quebec is requesting a certain amount of energy to be delivered 
from the wind farms. 

It has been proposed by Vattenfall50 to require 95% technical availability at all 
installations irrespective of the ambient meteorological conditions. The 
developer Fred.Olsen is also likely to post such request51. But what is 
technical availability for an iced-up wind turbine? 

 

 
Figure 35: The V82’s nominal output at 10.8 m/s is 1500 kW. Here it is producing 
less than one fifth of this due to iced-up blades. 

No doubt, the turbine is operating. But is it really fully technically available 
when only producing a fraction of the nominal output? In such case it might 
be better to, like Hydro Quebec, require a certain amount, preferably 
significant, of energy to be produced. 

 

                                          
50 Private communication with Mr Sven-Erik Thor, Vattenfall. 
51 Private communication with representatives of Fred Olsen. 
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Figure 36: Rime icing at –8°C caused a reduction of the power produced by 4/5. 

Operation of wind turbines with iced-up blades is prohibited in some regions 
of Germany, Austria and Switzerland. At locations where such operation is 
permitted the turbines used to shut down when the deviation between the 
actual power produced and the nominal power fell below a predetermined 
level. It now seems obvious that the turbines are allowed to operate as long 
as they can rotate. In fact, if the rotor is stopped, the ice will accrete in such 
awkward ways on the blades that it is more difficult or impossible to restart. 

9.9 Bid for tender from Hydro Quebec 
A solution to the icing problem, due to the low temperatures and amount of 
capacity to be installed, could have been found in Canada as Hydro Québec 
(HQ) recently signed long time purchase contracts for more than 2000 MW of 
total installed wind energy capacity. Although there will be penalties for a) 
carrying out regular maintenance during the period Dec 1 to March 31 and b) 
for not delivering the required amount of energy during certain periods, no 
explicit demands have been made regarding the technical availability due to 
icing of individual wind turbines or wind farms. Figure 37 shows the locations 
of the more than 2000 MW covered by the HQ PPA. 
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Figure 37: Projects approved for Power Purchasing Agreements 

By the author of this report it was initially believed that the harsh weather 
conditions during the winter months in Québec were the main reasons for 
preventing regular maintenance to be carried out. However, Søren Krohn, a 
consultant to HQ explains52: 

“The reason for outlawing routine maintenance of wind turbines during the 
winter months is quite simply that peak demand in Québec occurs during the 
winter months, with a demand for 35,000 MW on cold and windy days, which 
is close to the capacity limit for power generation in the grid (which like Texas 
incidentally is not synchronized with the rest of North America). There is 
almost 100% electrical heating in Québec, mostly resistive heating and only a 
small fraction of heat pumps due to very low retail electricity prices (about 5.3 
cents/kWh retail).” 

The reason for HQ not requiring for example 95% technical availability 
including icing is explained by Krohn53: 

“There is no requirement for de-icing blades or any other specific technology. 
We do not want to micromanage our suppliers, they are better at running 
their own shop, hence we do not design the wind turbines for the developers. 
It is up to them to seek whatever technical solutions they see fit, given the 
site climate. Icing is not a major problem during the peak load period, when 
temperatures are below -30.” 

                                          
52 E-mail from Søren Krohn, 2008-05-05 
53 E-mail from Søren Krohn, 2008-05-08 
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9.10 Other Canadian organizations 
The Canadian Wind Energy Association has paid attention to Safety and Risk 
the icing issue in Ontario. 

Natural Resources Canada, NRCan, is the organisation responsible for national 
support of wind energy research in Canada. NRCan takes a firmer standpoint 
on the issue of icing than CanWEA: “NRCan is directly supporting Wind Energy 
R&D activities in turbine icing and its mitigation. We have a project with the 
University of Manitoba and are in the process of issuing a contribution 
agreement with the Corus Center (in Murdochville, Gaspésie region) that just 
opened to research atmospheric icing in mountainous terrain.”54 

9.11 Wind energy and icing assessment - overview 
The following issues are among those that need to be addressed for a 
developer to be able to correctly assess the regional and local energy 
production in icing climates: 

• There’s presently no standard for classifying site-specific icing 

• Sensors are not classified with respect to icing 

• Verified icing frequency maps are not available 

• Energy production deficiency maps are not available 

• Ice detectors are not fully reliable 

• No best suited ice detector for all purposes 

• Selection of ice detectors to be made based on requiremenst 

• Icing and humidity are not always well correlated 

• Liquid water content of air (LWA) is important but how to measure? 

• Droplet size distribution is important but how to measure? 

• Ultrasonic anemometers are sensitive to power outages 

• Iced-up support structures will influence measurements 

• Tubular masts with iced-up guy wires may fall independent of wind 

• Iced up lattice masts and towers may fall independent of wind 

• A potent power supply is crucial for successful measurements 

• Weather prediction models are not verified with respect to icing 

• SODAR and LIDAR wind speed measurements are affected by icing and, in 
complex terrain, vertical flow. 

These issues are further described below. 

                                          
54 Antoine Lacroix, NRCan, 2007-03-05. 
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9.12 Wind energy and icing assessment - descriptions 
• There is no accepted standard for classifying site-specific icing. Measures 

are taken within COST 727 to make WMO accept a proposal for such 
classification. Icing measurements need to be carried out according to 
proposed standards. 

• Sensors are not yet classified with respect to icing. Measures are taken 
within COST 727 to make WMO accept a proposal for such classification. 
Measurements of all kinds at ice-infested locations need to be carried out 
according to proposed standards. 

• Icing frequency maps are scarce, inaccurate and unverified. No action has 
been taken so far apart from an Austrian initiative within the EU-project 
NEW ICETOOLS. A commercial meteorological institute like FMI has 
declared that it will not provide icing maps free of charge. Models like 
MM5/WRF and Hirlam/Harmonie need to be used and verified for this 
purpose. Icing is to be mapped in a similar manner as the wind resource. 
Icing measurements need to be carried out according to proposed 
standards. 

• Energy production deficit maps are scarce, inaccurate and unverified. The 
reasoning is the same as for “Icing frequency maps” described above. The 
combined results of wind and icing assessments in an energy production 
deficiency map, now just a dream in our minds, are very important for 
project developers in icing climates. 

• Ice detectors are still unreliable. There’s yet no ice detector that has been 
proven reliable by the meteorological institutes carrying out such tests. 

• No ice detector is best suited to measure all related parameters55. Ice 
detection is made for a number of reasons such as detection (yes/no), 
intensity, duration, maximum load and type of ice. No single ice detector 
can be expected to be best suited for all types of measurements. The 
development and verification of ice detectors suitable for icing model 
verification, site assessment as well as operation of wind turbines should be 
encouraged. 

• The selection of ice detectors should match a project’s critical parameters. 
Ice detectors intended for use in 

• icing model verification should detect ice (yes/no), intensity and maximum 
load 

• site assessment should detect ice (yes/no), intensity and duration 

• wind turbines without de-/anti-icing should detect ice (yes/no) and duration 

• wind turbines with de-/anti-icing should detect ice (yes/no) and intensity. 

• Icing is not well correlated to humidity. There is a common 
misunderstanding that humidity is one of the key parameters that 
influences icing. No big efforts need to be spent on verifying the humidity 
(neither with respect to water or ice) at sub-zero temperatures. 

                                          
55 These are: icing (True or False), intensity, duration, maximum load and type of ice. 
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• Liquid water content of air (LWA) is difficult to measure. In addition to 
temperature, wind speed and droplet size distribution, LWA is a key 
parameter influencing icing. Consequently, measuring the LWA is of 
fundamental value for understanding the physical processes behind 
atmospheric icing of structures56. Work is under progress at Combitech in 
Östersund to develop a sensor suitable for measuring the LWA. 

• Droplet size distribution is even more difficult to measure. In addition to 
temperature, wind speed and LWA, droplet size distribution is one of the 
key parameters influencing icing. Consequently, measuring the droplet size 
distribution is of fundamental value for understanding the physical 
processes behind atmospheric icing of structures56. Work is under progress 
at Combitech in Östersund to develop a sensor suitable for measuring the 
droplet size distribution. This work has, however proven more difficult than 
the development of the LWA sensor. 

• Ultrasonic anemometers are sensitive to moisture if not powered. There is a 
fundamental difference when measuring the wind speed at a regular 
meteorological station and when measuring for site assessment as well as 
for power control on wind turbines, namely that power cannot be expected 
to be available all the time. Ultrasonic anemometers in cold climates have 
stopped functioning in large numbers due to moisture entering sensitive 
part when not powered up and heated. If an ultrasonic anemometer model 
has been proven best in test for meteorological purposes, it might still not 
be adequate for wind energy assessment and wind turbine usage due to the 
sensitivity to moisture if not powered up. In addition, WMO only requires 
wind speeds to be measured within ±5%. This is not adequate for site 
assessment estimations where such limits would imply an discrepancy in 
estimation of the energy to be produced in the order of –14% and +16%, 
i.e 30%. 

• Iced-up support structures influence measurements. Not enough attention 
is generally paid in icing climates to keep the support structure surrounding 
sensors free of ice. This will influence wind speed and wind direction 
measurements. We’ve even seen examples of anemometers and ice 
detectors operating in their own small igloos. 

• Masts tend to break under heavy icing and windy conditions. Site 
assessments are inherently difficult to carry out in icing conditions not only 
due to faulty signals from iced up or broken sensors and the difficulties in 
supplying the amount of power needed for deicing of sensors. The masts 
used, often supported by guy wires, also have a tendency to break if 
exposed to heavy icing and wind. Self erecting, free standing towers could 
be a possible solution to this problem.  

• A potent power supply is often needed for the reliable operation of 
measurement systems and sensors in general and for the de-/anti-icing of 
sensors in remote locations in particular. This requirement increases even 
further if support structure is to be kept free of ice. One alternative used in 
Norway is to bring a couple m3 of diesel, a diesel motor and a generator to 
the measurement site. The development of alternative power supplies 

                                          
56 Dobesch H., Nikolov D., Makkonen L., "Physical Processes, Modelling and Measuring 
of Icing Effects in Europe", Oesterr.Beitr.zu Meteorologie und Geophysik, No.  34, 2005 
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based on renewable energy sources would be greatly appreciated of 
developers of wind energy sites. 

• Weather prediction models’, like MM5/WRF and Hirlam/Harmonie57, icing 
prediction capabilities need to be verified regionally by carrying out icing 
measurements in tall masts. One also need to watch out for these models’ 
limited capability to correctly forecast very low temperatures. Such low 
temperatures are, depending on the altitude, more likely to occur in valleys 
than on mountain tops. 

• Sodar and Lidar wind speed measurement systems have not been verified 
for reliable use in medium to severe icing conditions. Such measurements 
are likely to provide little information regarding the severity of icing at 
altitudes other than at which measurements are being carried out. The 
development of icing detection capability of Sodar and Lidar system would, 
if it is possible to implement, be much appreciated. 

As can be seen, there’s still a significant amount of work to be carried out in 
the field of wind energy and icing assessment. 

9.13 Micro-siting of turbines and grid 
Åre in Sweden is a popular ski resort with severe icing problems. If starting 
from scratch with an icing study it is quite possible that Åre would have ended 
up on the other side of the mountain Åreskutan where icing is much less of a 
problem. Power lines have come down and been moved due to icing. 

 
Figure 38: In-cloud icing on a 22 kV line feeding a TV tower 1400 m above sea level 
in SW Norway. (Photo: O.Wist) 

                                          
57 http://mathsci.ucd.ie/~plynch/Publications/JCP.pdf 
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Most of the issues mentioned in the previous chapter are among those needed 
by a developer to be able to carry out a proper micro-siting of wind turbines. 
In addition to those mentioned above there’s a need to study: 

Icing of power lines – Power lines have come down due to icing in Spain, 
Canada, USA and most lately in the Münster area (DE) where icing caused a 
major impact on the grid in Nov 2005. At the Royal Institute of Technology, 
KTH, in Stockholm a study concerning icing of power lines58 was carried out. 
This study ought to be supplemented by assuming rime ice accretion instead 
of the glaze ice used, as the increased area due to rime icing is significant. 
It is of particular interest to assess the local risk of icing and to locate wind 
turbines and the grid in such wind and icing conditions that the economy of a 
project can be optimized. 

                                          
58 Ahlberg J., “Modelling of Ice Storms and their Impact on apart of the Swedish 
Transmission Network”, Master thesis, September 2006, Electric Power Systems, KTH, 
XR-EE-ES 2006:012. 
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